Board minutes
May 29, 2021
In attendance: Richard App, Wesley Beck, Suzanne De Haan, Kate Diedrich, Carolyn
Ferrari, Sarah Green, Jeff Martin, Wayne Norlin, Scott Opperman, John Walendowski
Absent: Amy DeMott, Wendy Falb, Jeffrey Fawcett, Laura Joyce, James Scozzari
Staff in attendance: Amanda Cormier, Barbara Draughon, Maria Zache Starkey
Meeting was called to order by Suzanne De Haan at 7:04 pm.
A motion was made and seconded to approve the minutes of the April meeting.
Suzanne asked if there were any questions about the staff reports. Scott asked for an
update on sponsorships raised for the Garden Tour and staff responded that the figure was
up to $13,750 and included 3 leadership level sponsors, including Mercy Health, Grand
River Builders, and Peter Albertini’s realty group.
Wayne asked for further info on the WOOD-TV proposal to the city to install perimeter
security fencing. Staff noted that the station is already closely engaged with the Historic
Preservation Office during the design phase to make sure anything proposed is within the
guidelines of that office. The station confirmed last week that the design will include a
gate at the bottom of the driveway that will prohibit pedestrian and automotive traffic
alike from gaining entry to the property without key card access. Various board members
expressed dismay at the decision by the station and concern for what message a perimeter
fence could send to the community if the design leans toward imposing vs. subtle. Staff
emphasized that this design will require the HHA offices to move to a location better
suited to public access and will be in close communication with station leaders about
construction schedules as well as designs.
Sarah asked Amanda, Barbara and Carolyn to expand on the summary presented in the
staff report about their experience participating in the 3-day immersive workshop,
“Undoing Racism” hosted by NOBL with leadership by the People’s Institute. All agreed
that it was a very eye-opening learning experience that demonstrated the
institutionalization of racism and its systemic nature built over hundreds of years that has
now impacted our very neighborhoods and the people in them. Carolyn and Amanda
pointed out the analysis tool that was used throughout the 3 days and its potential for
usefulness in our HH business and the value of creating spaces where all have a voice and
feel welcome (from art spaces to book clubs featuring works for people of color to
general community involvement, etc.). Barbara pointed out the timeliness of the
workshop and our own long-range planning exercises and the need for intentionality in
our plans and actions moving forward.

Amanda provided an update on the traffic box project. Rich App and Amanda joined a
neighbor volunteer in a presentation to the city’s art commission sharing plans to cover
up to a dozen traffic boxes with art by local talents using paint that is resistant to graffiti.
The concept was well-received and the commission awaits specific samples from the
artists before moving forward with execution. Jeff asked how the call-for-entry was
implemented and Amanda said it was announced in the Herald which reaches every
household in the neighborhood as well as emailed to various relevant artist networks.
Another member asked why “Gardens” was selected as an overall theme versus a social
commentary of some sort since art is often an expression of commentary. Rich offered
that public art is generally restricted from making such commentary and this is a public
project.
Suzanne provided a big “thank you” to Rich, Wendy, Sarah, and Wayne for serving as
organizers and HHA “ambassadors” on the recent walking tours that have proven to be
quite popular.
Committee Reports:
Wayne reported that he is now receiving regular reports from the City on the various
zoning permits issued to HH properties and noted that most are pretty routine (rental
certifications, new roofs, etc). He noticed that a few requests for fire pit permits have
been submitted and was glad to know that those do need approval before installation/use.
He asked staff to organize a meeting with our Code Administrator assigned to our
neighborhood just as an intro and orientation for himself. Amanda agreed to set this up.
Wayne asked if there was any info from Spectrum yet about what they plan to do with
their recent purchase of the house located at 324 Prospect. Barbara reported that her
question to them had not been addressed but she will revisit it with them during a
monthly meeting next week. Maria offered that it would be very difficult if not unlikely
that the HPO would approve something like demolition for use as a parking lot or
something drastic like that.
Wayne reported that there is a delay in materials to complete the playground at Pleasant
Park with a new completion date of mid-July. He also called the Parks dept to point out a
demolished/vandalized picnic table at Pleasant Park and was assured it’d be removed
promptly and replaced.
Discussion also ensued about the pilot e-scooter program and notice made that it has not
launched at Pleasant Park yet as expected. Various points were made about its potential
for injury and traffic/pedestrian hazards. Questions were raised about who has the powers
of enforcement (GRPD? MobileGR? The company itself?) Amanda reported that she has
had conversations with GRPD and MobileGR and neither is enforcing the safety rules of
the scooters. John suggested that without enforcement, there is chaos; and drivers and
cyclists are beholden to alcohol laws, therefore scooter riders should be, too. Amanda
promised to make MobileGR aware of the concerns. Rich added the GRPD has
substantial limitations right now and personal responsibility related to wearing helmets,
etc. cannot be underestimated, as well.

Suzanne asked for a vote on the traditional annual reprieve from meeting as a board in
July and instead break in August (and meet in July). This would accommodate the ability
of Wendy to attend since she will be unavailable in August. The board agreed to adjust
the meeting schedule and noted it might be more beneficial considering the timing of the
August meeting around the annual picnic on Aug. 3. Kate made a motion to meet in July
and cancel August. The motion was seconded and unanimously approved.
Kate requested that members start pushing ticket sales for the Garden Tour. Board
members asked for an update on their volunteer assignments and Barbara promised to
communicate their inquiries to the Garden Tour committee. Kate asked for ideas on
donations of hand sanitizer and Sarah offered to inquire at the Rapid for a donation.
Sarah reminded the members that National Night Out/Annual Picnic is coming up in
August and the City needs us to submit a form if we want to reserve any GRPD or GRFD
representatives as a means to connect with community and promote safety. The
Community Engagement Committee will meet, discuss, and make a recommendation to
staff on what the Aug 3 event should look like.
Scott’s internet disconnected before he could provide an update on the long range
planning. Barbara noted that she and he will be meeting to plan the final session planned
to take place in lieu of the June business meeting.
Maria asked the member if they wanted to cancel the June board meeting due to the busyness of Garden Tour. Traditionally, the board doesn’t meet in May due to Home Tour.
Wayne suggested that we continue with our June meeting as scheduled and there was
general agreement.
Meeting was adjourned at 8:09.

Heritage Hill Association Board of Directors
Wednesday, June 16, 2021 --7:00 P.M.
“The purpose of the Heritage Hill Association is to provide neighbors a way of collectively
building a healthy, historically preserved community in which people can live and work in a
secure and stable environment.”

AGENDA
1.
2.
3.

Call to Order
Approve Minutes
Public Comment (3 min) –

INFORMATION ITEMS:
4.
5.
7.

8.
9.
10.

Treasurer’s Report
Staff Reports
Information/Committee Reports:
a) Land Use Issues – Wayne Norlin
 WOOD TV fencing
b) Administrative – Wendy Falb
 HHA Office relocation considerations
 July planning session: indoors/outdoors being considered
c) Garden Tour – Kate Diedrich
d) Community Engagement – Sarah Green
New Business
Old Business
Adjourn

